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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
T ABLE 1: L IST OF A CRONYMS AND A BBREVIATIONS

ACRONYM
AVR
BES
CC
FRT
HFO
GT
NIIs
NIIPS
PPC
PS
PV
RES
SRH
ST
TES
WPP
WT

MEANING
Automatic Voltage Regulator
Battery Energy Storage
Combined Cycle
Fault Ride Through
Heavy Fuel Oil
Gas Turbine
Non Interconnected Islands
Non Interconnected Islands Power Systems
Public Power Corporation
Power Station
Photovoltaic
Renewable Energy Sources
Smart Renewable Hub
Steam Turbine
Thermal Energy Storage
Wind Power Plant
Wind Turbine
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the GRIDSOL project, WP6 aims to study the strategies for the selection of a Smart Renewable
Hub (SRH) which incorporates the best combination of technologies from three different points of view:
minimum cost production, maximum benefit and minimum environmental cost focusing on NonInterconnected systems (islands). According to those scenarios an optimal combination of technologies
which form the Smart Renewable Hub has been selected in Deliverable 6.2 [1].
The Deliverable 6.4 includes a detailed analysis and study on the dynamic behavior of the SRH in a noninterconnected island. The goal is to build an analytical dynamic model of a non-interconnected island,
perform dynamic simulations (short circuit, generation outage, voltage issues) and investigate the overall
behavior of the system in the presence of the SRH.
Since the SRH replaces thermal generating units in the generation mix of the non-interconnected island
power system (NIIPS), the overall system has less inertia (due to less synchronous generators connected
to the system) and less units providing ancillary services to the system.
The system operator in order to exploit the benefits (economical, environmental) of the SRH and at the
same time ensure safe system operation, has to request from the SRH to contribute on the overall system
stability. In this direction the ancillary services that need to be provided by the SRH are investigated
especially for the units consisted of power electronic technologies. Finally, the results are presented for
each case and the SRH’s impact to the system is evaluated.
The document is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 includes a short introduction of the characteristics of the non-interconnected power system
under examination, which in this case is Crete. It describes the generating units, the RES installed and the
SRH under investigation. It presents the modelling of this system as well as the different scenarios (voltage
issues, short circuits, frequency issues at generators outages) that will be investigated for the dynamic
performance of the system in the presence of the SRH.
Chapter 2 describes the voltage rise issue that could occur when the SRH is included in the generation
mix. The different ways for the SRH to provide ancillary services are described. Then a comparison of the
voltage profile throughout the year between those different ancillary services methods and the case
where no ancillary services are provided is made in order to estimate the most adequate voltage
regulation service. Finally, dynamic simulation results are included to present the transient of the voltage
regulation when these ancillary services are enabled.
Chapter 3 focuses on the issues that may arise during short circuits close to the SRH. The ancillary services
that deal with those issues, which is the Fault Ride Through (FRT) service, are described. Dynamic
simulation results are presented to point out the significant of those services in the overall’s system
stability during short circuits.
Chapter 4 describes the frequency issues that could occur at a generator outage contingency and how
the presence of the SRH could further enhance this issue. The primary frequency control ancillary services
are described for the SRH and dynamic simulation results are presented to prove their effect.
Chapter 5 provides an brief overview on the impact of SRH reserve provision in the RES integration and
Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions of the report.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. C RETE ’ S E LECTRICAL S YSTEM
Crete has been already characterized as a possible location for an installation of a SRH, because of its size,
energy consumption and electricity generation prices. At [1] the optimal choice of the technologies for
the SRH has been investigated.
The resulting SRH is presented in Figure 1 and the nominal values of the different units are presented in
Table 2. The Steam Turbine (ST) and the Gas Turbine (GT) are connected to the grid through synchronous
generators, while the Battery Energy System (BES) and the PV system through DC/AC inverters. Finally,
the Wind Turbine (WT) can be connected in a Double Fed Induction Generator configuration where the
inverter units mainly control the power generation. Every technology is connected to the grid in a Point
of Common Coupling (PCC) under the control the Dynamic Output Manager of Energy (DOME).

Double Fed Induction
Generator

Inverters AC/DC/AC

PCC

F IGURE 1: SRH CONFIGURATION

T ABLE 2: O VERVIEW

OF THE

SRH OF C RETE

Hybrid Station Configuration

MW

ST Nominal Power (MW)

9

GT Nominal Power (MW)

10
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PV Power (MW)

22

WT Power (MW)

20

BES Nominal Discharge Power (MW)

15

BES Nominal Charge Power (MW)

15

BES Autonomy (h)

8

TES time (h)

13

Crete is the largest Greek island (approximately 8,500 km2) and one of the largest in the Mediterranean
region. It lies approximately 160 km south of the Greek mainland. Its population is more than 600,000
inhabitants, which triple during summer period. It features a considerable increase of electricity demand
over the last decades. The annual energy consumption during 2017 surpassed the 3TWh in comparison
with the modest 280 GWh of year 1975.
In further details regarding the Thermal Power Units of Crete, there are three (3) Steam-Electric Power
Stations (PS) on the island:
1. Steam-Electric PS of Chania (Combined Cycle & Gas turbines)
2. Steam-Electric PS of Linoperamata (Gas turbines, Internal Combustion engines & Steam turbines)
3. Steam-Electric PS of Atherinolakos (Internal Combustion engines & Steam turbines)
T ABLE 3: D ETAILS AND CHARACTER ISTICS OF THE THERMA L POWER PLANTS IN C RETE .( REFERENCE YEAR 2017) S OURCE : HEDNO

Technology

Fuel

Power plant location

Nominal power
output (MW)

Technical
minimum
(MW)

Steam turbine 8

n/a

Chania

132.3*

40

Gas turbine 7

diesel

Chania

44.9

1.5

Gas turbine 6

diesel

Chania

44.9

1.5

Gas turbine 2-13

diesel

Chania

27.95

2

Gas turbine 12

diesel

Chania

59.37

5

Gas turbine 11

diesel

Chania

59.37

5

Gas turbine 5

diesel

Chania

30

2

Gas turbine 4

diesel

Chania

20

1

Gas turbine 1

diesel

Linoperamata

16.25

2

Gas turbine 2

diesel

Linoperamata

16.25

2
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Gas turbine 3

diesel

Linoperamata

43.3

5

Gas turbine 4

diesel

Linoperamata

14.72

2

Gas turbine 5

diesel

Linoperamata

27.95

5

Internal combustion engine 1

HFO

Linoperamata

12.28

4.8

Internal combustion engine 2

HFO

Linoperamata

12.28

4.8

Internal combustion engine 3

HFO

Linoperamata

12.28

4.8

Internal combustion engine 4

HFO

Linoperamata

12.28

4.8

Steam turbine 2

HFO

Linoperamata

15

7

Steam turbine 3

HFO

Linoperamata

15

7

Steam turbine 4

HFO

Linoperamata

25

16

Steam turbine 5

HFO

Linoperamata

25

10

Steam turbine 6

HFO

Linoperamata

25

10

Internal combustion engine 1

HFO

Atherinolakos

51.12

30

Internal combustion engine 2

HFO

Atherinolakos

51.12

30

Steam turbine 1

HFO

Atherinolakos

50

27

Steam turbine 2

HFO

Atherinolakos

50

27

*GT 6,7 and ST8 are parts of Chania CC. 132.3MW is the total nominal power output of the CC.
Those units are equipped with automatic voltage regulators (AVR) and speed governors in order to
regulate the voltage at their terminals and the system’s frequency providing ancillary services to the
system. According to its turbine type, each unit has different response during a transient derived mainly
from the rate that they are able to modify their power production. Basically, the steam turbines have the
slowest response while the gas turbines and the internal combustion engines have faster response.
In order to have an adequate representation of the Crete’s power system behavior during transients such
as generation outages and short circuits, proper models of AVRs and governors have to be selected. The
models of AVRs and governors presented in Table 4 have been selected.
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T ABLE 4: G OVERNOR AND AVR MODELS

Turbine Category

OF THE THERMAL POWER GENERATORS IN

Governor Model

C RETE

AVR Model

Steam

IEEE Type 1 Speed-Governing Model

1981 IEEE Type ST1 Excitation System

Gas

GE General Turbine-Governor model

Simplified Excitation System

Internal Combustion Engines

Woodward Diesel Governor

Simplified Excitation System

In Crete, the types of RES units installed are PVs, wind parks, a small hydroelectric (Pumped Hydro Storage)
plant and a small Biomass station (Table 5). PVs, the small hydroelectric and the small biomass station
have been modeled as negative loads while the wind turbines have been modeled as generators with no
primary frequency control or voltage control in order to provide the same amount of active power prior
and during the transient and no reactive power because the RES units installed in the island of Crete don’t
provide any ancillary services. However, with the new network code the system operator can request
from RES units to provide ancillary services, especially if they are considered critical for the system stability
and operation, hence the RES units of the SRH will be considered capable of ancillary service provision.
T ABLE 5: RES G ENERATION IN C RETE .( REFERENCE YEAR 2017) S OURCE : HEDNO

APD5
Category

NIIPS

2013-2017
(MW)

Large

Crete

621.08

Load
Factor
20132017
(%)
53.76

Installed
Thermal
Capacity
(MW)
803.82

Installed RES Capacity (MW)
Wind

PV*

Hydro

Biomass

Total

Total
Installed
Power
(MW)

200.25

95.54

0.30

0.50

296.59

1,100.41

*Including 78.29 MW of installed utility scale photovoltaics and another 17.25 MW installed on rooftops under a domestic PV
program

Even if the installed thermal capacity is quite large compared to SRH due to the high seasonal variability
in load, because of tourism, there could be situations (e.g. low demand high RES production), described
in the next chapters, where SRH can be critical to the system operation. Furthermore, the SRH would
increase the installed capacity of wind and solar power almost by 10% and 23% respectively.

1.2. D YNAMIC I SSUES U NDER C ONSIDERATION
In order to evaluate the dynamic behaviour of the system in the presence of the SRH three types of
dynamic issues have been considered.


Voltage Rise Issues

The SRH will be connected close to Atherinolakos station [1]. The generators in Atherinolakos through
their AVRs are responsible to regulate the voltage by absorbing or producing reactive power.
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However, with the extra production from SRH less generators might be operating in Atherinolakos hence
less units are regulating the voltage which could increase significantly especially at periods when the Load
Demand is low. In order to address this issue the respective ancillary services (e.g. Q(V) droop curves) will
be considered in the SRH inverter based units and AVRs for the synchronous generators based units.


Short Circuit Behavior

The SRH has the BES, the WT and the PV units which are connected with inverters to the Grid. During a
short circuit at a location close to the SRH the voltage of the grid in that region will be reduced significantly
for a short period of time (until the fault clearance).
If the inverters are equipped with undervoltage protections they might be disconnected during the fault.
This disconnection of SRH units will result in a loss of a considerable amount of production. When the
fault is cleared this deficit of production will result in a frequency transient which could be severe at
periods of low demand where the SRH provides a significant amount of total systems power production.
In addition, since the SRH replaces a conventional generation unit consisted of a synchronous generator,
with inverter based units, the short circuit current is expected to be reduced which could increase the
fault clearing time.
Fault Ride Through (FRT) curves will be considered for the SRH units in order to mitigate the
aforementioned problems that might occur during faults.


GAS Turbine/Internal Combustion Engine Outage

Since the SRH replaces conventional units, less synchronous generators will be connected in the grid
resulting in reduced inertia in the system as well as less units providing ancillary services (e.g. primary
frequency control). This situation is most severe at periods with low power demand and high share of RES
production when the operating generators might be less than any other period during the year.
During these periods there could be 1-3 Gas turbine or internal combustion engine units connected in the
system. Those units have the main contribution in the primary frequency control, by adjusting fast their
active power in order to regulate the frequency. According to [2] a severe contingency in the system is
the disconnection of one of those units during those periods.
The presence of SRH in the generation mix replacing a unit providing primary frequency control could
result in an even more severe transient in frequency which could lead to load shedding or even jeopardize
the whole systems’ stability. Hence, the ancillary services (e.g. P(f) droop curves) that should be provided
by the SRH in terms of primary frequency control will be investigated.

1.3. T HE N ETWORK M ODEL OF C RETE
The Crete’s power system has been designed in DlgSILENT PowerFactory in full detail (with the generators
modelled with their respective AVR and Governor models) as presented in Figure 2.
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F IGURE 2: C RETE ’ S P OWER S YSTEM

The SRH design is depicted in Figure 3. It consists of two synchronous generators for the steam and the
gas unit and three static generators (sources that provide active and reactive power) representing the PV,
the WT and the BES units.

F IGURE 3: SRH S TATION



Location
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According to [1], the most promising location in Crete for the RES production is the village of
Atherinolakos, due to the weather during the year. The area is located in the southeastern part of the
Crete.
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Voltage Dynamics
2.1. I NTRODUCTION
The thermal power stations with their synchronous generators that are using AVRs have the main
responsibility for voltage regulation in the Crete’s power system. In addition, there are also other devices
such us On Load Tap Changers and shunt capacitors that also contribute in the voltage regulation.
The SRH will replace conventional generation units in the generation mix of the island hence less units will
participate in the voltage regulation through their ancillary services. In addition, the SRH is located close
to Atherinolakos power station which could lead to significant amount of production produced in that
area of the island. That could lead to voltage rise issues especially at periods with low demand and high
amount of RES penetration especially if the SRH is used instead of a generator in Atherinolakos station.

2.2. D YNAMIC V OLTAGE S UPPORT
In order to address those issues the different units of the SRH must also contribute to the voltage
regulation. The steam and Gas generators can provide ancillary services through AVRs that control their
excitation systems in order to regulate the voltage at their terminals by absorbing or producing reactive
power. They can also operate with fixed setpoint on their power factor or their reactive power.
However, most of the time throughout the year the inverter based units (BES, PV, WT) will be connected.
Several standards, even for units connected to low voltage grids [3], require for inverter based generation
to contribute to voltage regulation by providing ancillary services. The most common cases of those
ancillary services are the following:


Operation under fixed power factor or fixed reactive power setpoint

In this case the inverter absorbs reactive power (operate at inductive power factor) when it is producing
power. This is derived from the fact that there is high correlation between the produced power and the
voltage rise in the terminal of the units. When the inverter absorbs reactive power it can reduce that
voltage rise. However, there could be occasions where the unit is providing high amounts of active power
but there aren’t any voltage issues due to other factors that affect the voltage in the grid such as high load
demand. During these periods this method might deteriorate an existing voltage issue and produce
unnecessary amounts of reactive power.


Operation under cosphi(P) characteristic

In this case the inverter adjusts its power factor, hence its reactive power absorption according to the
produced power in order to avoid absorbing unnecessary amounts of reactive power when the produced
power is low.
A typical cosphi(P) characteristic is presented in Figure 4.
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F IGURE 4: COSPHI (P) CHARACTERISTIC



Operation under cosphi(V) or Q(V) characteristic

This is another possible operational characteristic of inverters where the amount of reactive power
absorbed or provided is respective to the grid voltage. This is a more advanced solution because it
measures the voltage in the grid. Those methods help avoid unwanted reactive power absorption when
the produced power is high but there aren’t any voltage issues. This will be further explained in the next
chapter.
A Q(V) characteristic is presented in Figure 5. It is observed that there is also a region around the nominal
voltage in order not to produce reactive power when there aren’t any significant problems in voltage.

F IGURE 5: Q(V) CHARACTERISTIC
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Operation under P(V)

This operational curve curtails an amount of the active power according to the grid voltage. This is used
mainly as a supplementary measure when the reactive power doesn’t regulate the voltage between some
specified limits. A typical P(V) curve is presented in Figure 6 where the curtail of active power is specified
by the voltage increase.

F IGURE 6: P(V) CHARACTERISTIC

2.3. P OWER F LOW R ESULTS
In order to investigate the contribution of the SRH to the voltage regulation through the year, different
power flows calculations were performed with the respective software. Initially, the case of providing
voltage support with a fixed power factor is investigated.
a) Operation under fixed power factor or fixed reactive power setpoint
A power factor of 0.9 inductive is chosen in order to absorb reactive power when the units are producing
active power. The voltage profiles throughout the year for the power factor case and the no ancillary
services case are compared in Figure 7. In this figure it is clearly observed that the voltage is reduced
always under a fixed PF operation which regulates the voltage when it is increased but further decreases
the voltage when it is already below its nominal value during the summer months. In Figure 8 the reactive
power output of SRH with the power factor control is presented, where it is observed that the SRH always
absorbs reactive power even if the voltage is below its nominal value which further decreases the voltage.
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F IGURE 7: V OLTAGE P ROFILE WITH AND WITH OUT POWER FACTOR CONTROL

0

Reactive Power (MVar)

-5

-10

-15

-20

-25

F IGURE 8: R EACTIVE P OWER OF SRH WITH POWER FACTOR CONTROL

Since the voltage profile is also correlated with the load, the voltage peaks occur at periods with low
demand and the nadirs at period with high demand. We can deduce that during these periods there are
circumstances where the output power of the SRH reaches its maximum value but the voltage is below
the nominal (summer months). This leads to the conclusion that the cosphi(P) curve will yield similar
results with the previous voltage regulation method reducing even further the voltage during periods of
high demand.
b) Operation under Q(V) curves
In order to estimate the impact of the ancillary services that measure the voltage and accordingly change
their reactive power, Q(V) curves, as presented in Figure 9, were designed in the inverter based units (BES,
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PV, WT) and AVR where selected for the ST and GT. In Figure 9 the lower the percentage of the slope the
more reactive power is produced in order to regulate the voltage.

F IGURE 9: Q(V) CURVE

Figure 10 depicts the voltage profiles on the SRH bus with and without the ancillary services provided by
the different units from SRH. It is clearly observed that the voltage is reduced with the droop curves due
to the reactive power that is absorbed by the SRH. The lower the slope of the droop curve the closer the
voltage is to the nominal value. However, in order to achieve that a larger amount of reactive power is
absorbed or produced as presented in Figure 11. In this figure it is also observed that during the summer
months where the voltage is below its nominal value reactive power is produced in order to regulate the
voltage closer to its nominal value.
1.08

1.06

Vmax (no Droop): 1.073
Vmax (Droop 5%): 1.052
Vmax (Droop 1%): 1.046

Voltage (p.u.)

1.04

1.02

1

0.98

0.96

Vmin (no Droop): 0.972
Vmin (Droop 5%): 0.978
Vmin (Droop 1%): 0.98

Voltage (no Droop)

Droop = 5%

Droop = 1%

Upper Bound

Lower Bound

0.94

F IGURE 10: V OLTAGE P ROFILES WITH DIFFERE NT DROOP CURVES AND WITHOUT IT
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F IGURE 11: SRH REACTIVE POWER

MinQ (1%): -37.14
MinQ (5%): -29.5

Droop = 5%

WITH DIFFERENT DROOP CURVES

The most suitable method proved to be the Q(V) droop for the inverter, alongside with the AVR used by
GT and ST when these units are operating, for providing ancillary services in the direction of the voltage
support. This method achieves better voltage results throughout the year by producing amounts of
reactive power respective to the existing voltage issue. In addition, 1% results in better voltage results
with higher amounts of reactive power produced/absorbed since for the same voltage deviation provide
more reactive power than the 5% curve.

2.4. T RANSIENT S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this chapter a dynamic simulation of the voltage support is presented. The worst case scenario is
selected for this simulation. During this scenario the BES, the PV and the WT units are operating in which
the droop Q(V) curves presented in Figure 5. A curve that provides a high amount of reactive power is
selected in order to restore the voltage below the 1.05 limit. This is verified in Figure 12 where the voltage
is regulated to a value below 1.05 p.u. in around 3 seconds.
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Figure 12: Gridsol station voltage transient

Finally, the reactive power absorption, that is required for this voltage regulation, of each unit and of the
SRH overall is presented in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Total SRH and BES, WT and PV reactive power production

To sum up, the SRH is able to replace a conventional unit in the voltage support of the NIIPS. All the units
of the SRH station are able to provide voltage support, the generator based units through their AVR
controllers and the inverter based units through reactive power control. The different methods of voltage
control has been investigated, constant reactive power support (e.g. fixed cosphi) and reactive power
support according to the measured voltage through Q(V) curves. The Q(V) droop curve is a more adequate
way to provide voltage support since reactive power is produced/absorbed only when voltage issues occur
and according to the occurring voltage issue compared to fixed power factor where the amount of reactive
power produced/absorbed is predefined (power factor setpoint) and determined by the output of the
different SRH units.
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Furthermore, the SRH configuration which requires the different units of the station installed in the same
region of the island could help locally the voltage due to the aggregated performance of the different
units, operating like a STATCOM. Hence, the system operator could rely on the SRH for voltage support
in the region where it is installed.
However, if the units where distributed in different locations they could impact the grid voltage less (since
less active power could flow through the line compared to the case where all of them inject at the same
point of connection) hence there could be less requirement for voltage support. However, they could
affect the grid voltage less compared to the SRH case if it is required.
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SHORT CIRCUIT DYNAMICS
3.1. I NTRODUCTION
In this chapter the behavior of a SRH under a short circuit will be investigated. It is already mentioned
beforehand that the SRH will replace conventional units in the generation mix of the island of Crete.
This could lead to two potential issues. The least significant issue is that less current will flow to the grid
during faults when the inverter based units are operating in the SRH. This is derived from the fact that
inverter based units provide less current to the fault (probably up to their nominal or up to 2 times the
nominal for a short period of time) compared to the generators that they will replace. However, since
there are enough synchronous generators producing, even with the SRH connected or any other RES, and
the protection devices can be adjusted to different settings (in order to take under consideration the SRH)
the fault clearing times aren’t expected to change significantly in the presence of the SRH.
The issue that is more significant is the ability of the units of SRH to remain connected during the fault. If
the fault is located close to Atherinolakos station, the voltage is expected to be greatly reduced at this
area and in the SRH which will be located close to the fault too.
If the inverter based units are operating with undervoltage protections, these protections might trip prior
to the fault clearance. This could lead at significant loss of production of the overall system that could lead
to a severe transient in the frequency of the system. In order to avoid this issue the different units could
operate with specific Fault Ride Through (FRT) curves that allow them to remain connected during the
fault for time respective to the voltage dip.
In order to evaluate the importance of the Fault Ride Through curves the following scenario has been
performed. In the yearly results in [1], the hour where the SRH had the highest percentage of the total
production throughout the year was selected. During this hour the three inverter based units where
operating (BESS, WT, PV). At this scenario a 3 phase fault had been simulated in a line connected to the
Atherinolakos thermal power station. In this line a protection relay was also installed. Under these
conditions two different circumstances have been investigated:



UnderVoltage Protection Relays installed at the inverter based units
FRT curves installed at the inverter based units

3.2. F AULT R IDE T HROUGH
The Fault Ride Through capability of the RES units (especially on large scale WT) has been introduced
already in the grid codes of several countries e.g. USA, UK, Australia, Germany and Denmark. These curves
have the same rationale on every country, however there aren’t exactly the same as presented in [4].
The FRT requested by the system operator in Greek NIIPS is presented in Figure 14. According to this curve
the voltage at point of common coupling (PCC) is measured (usually the highest value between the line to
line voltages, or the positive sequence) and the respective time that the unit has to remain connected is
derived from the curve.
In this respective curve for voltages over 90% of the nominal voltage the WT units must remain connected
all the time. For voltages below 90% the curve is divided in three areas; Area 1 and 3 specify the behavior
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Voltage (%)

during the fault. For the measured voltage a specific time is specified under which the WT should remain
connected, e.g for 15% of the nominal voltage the WT should remain connected for 150ms. Hence for
operating conditions of area 3 the WT must remain connected while in area 1 the WT is allowed to
disconnect. Finally, in area 2 is specified the time after the fault clearance in which the voltage must be
restored up to a value, e.g. 90% of the nominal in 1.5s. If the voltage doesn’t reach this predefined value
after the fault clearance in that specified time, the WT is operating in area 2 where it is also allowed to
disconnect.

3
2

1

Time (ms)
F IGURE 14: FRT CURVE REQUESTED BY THE S YSTEM OPERATOR IN G REEK NIIPS

However, the requirements are different among the international grid codes as presented in the next
table.
T ABLE 6: FRT R EQUIREMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL GRID CODES

During Fault

Fault Clearance

Grid Code Country
Vmin (%)

Tmax (s)

Vmin (%)

Tmax (s)

Greek NIIPS

0.15

0.150

0.9

1.5

Australia

0.0

0.1

0.7

2

Canada

0.0

0.15

0.85

1

Denmark

0.2

0.5

0.9

1.5

Germany

0.0

0.15

0.9

1.5

Ireland

0.15

0.625

0.9

3
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Spain

0.0

0.15

0.85

1

UK

0.15

0.14

0.8

1.2

USA (FERC)

0.15

0.625

0.9

3

USA (WECC)

0.0

0.15

0.9

1.75

These different settings result in more or less conservative approaches since smaller values of Vmin (%)
and higher values in Tmax (s) allow the RES units to remain connected for smaller voltage levels and for
more time. In addition, it is also specified differently in each code how fast the voltage should be restored
after the fault clearance and to what value in order to remain connected.
In several grid codes, e.g. in Germany, Australia, Denmark, Ireland, Spain and UK, are included also
regulations about the reactive power support of the generating units (Wind farms especially) during the
fault. This is also requested by the grid code in the Greek NIIPS. For example the characteristic of the
Greek NIIPS presented in Figure 15, forces the generating unit to provide reactive current according to
the voltage value at the PCC .

F IGURE 15: R EACTIVE P OWER S UPPORT ENFORCED BY T HE G REEK NIIPS G RID C ODE

It is clearly observed in Figure 15 that for voltages below 50% the reactive current should be equal to the
nominal. That means that the inverter is providing only reactive power during the fault. However, this
doesn’t hold true for every grid code since in Australia and Germany the reactive component has the
highest priority where in Ireland, Spain and UK the opposite occurs.
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In Greek islands there are FRT requirements only for the WT units. The reactive power provision is similar
to Figure 15 and the FRT curve is similar to Figure 14.
However, the Greek NIIPS grid code also specifies that a different curve can be requested for different
island power systems and power plants. Therefore, for the simulations the FRT curves of Germany were
selected since in island networks more severe voltage drops are expected due to the reduced length of
the lines. The reactive power support curve is presented in Figure 15 and the FRT curve in Figure 16 .

F IGURE 16: G ERMAN FRT REQUIREMENTS

3.3. D YNAMIC S IMULATIONS R ESULTS
In this chapter the dynamic simulation results of the short circuit behavior of the SRH are presented. As it
is already mentioned a 3 phase fault located near to Atherinolakos station is performed and the results
obtained for the two different cases, with undervoltage relays (mentioned as no FRT in the results) and
with FRT curves, are examined.
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SRH

Crete’s Power System

Atherinolakos Power Plant

F IGURE 17: F AULT AT LINE CLOSE T O ATHERINOLAKOS P OWER P LANT

Prior to the fault the SRH was providing 23.01MW to the Crete’s power system with the BES, the WT and
the PV providing around 2.22MW, 10.93MW and 9.86MW respectively replacing thermal units in the
generation mix which have according to greek NIIPS code way more strict FRT requirements. This scenario
was chosen because only the inverter based units are operating in the SRH, the RES penetration levels are
high, hence less units provide frequency support, the load demand is low, the SRH covers around 8% of
the demand, so the disconnection of the inverter based units of the SRH could result in severe frequency
transient.
T ABLE 7: P RODUCTION M IX WHEN F AULT O CCURS

Units

Load Demand
Conventional Generation Units
RES (WT,PV,etc.)
SRH
RES Penetration (%)

MW
291.41
118.1
150.3
23.01
59.4
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Under this scenario the 3 phase fault occurs a time t=2s at a line close to the Atherinolakos thermal power
station which is cleared by the protection relays of the line by t=2.32s. If the inverters have undervoltage
protections then they are disconnected prior to the fault clearance. This leads to a loss of significant
amount of the total generation which results in the frequency transient presented in Figure 18. The
frequency drops significantly even below 49Hz, which is critical for the Crete’s power system [2], that
could impose threats for the overall system’s operation and trip load shedding protections.
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F IGURE 18: F REQUENCY T RANSIENT WITH UNDERV OLTAGE PROTECTIONS

If the FRT curves are considered in the BES, PV and WT units they manage to remain connected until the
fault clearance which results in a more mild transient in frequency as presented in Figure 19.
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F IGURE 19: F REQUENCY T RANSIENT WITH UNDERV OLTAGE PROTECTIONS AND FRT CURVES

The voltage of the point of common coupling of the SRH to the grid is presented in Figure 20. It is observed
that the voltage drops below 20% which according to the FRT curves specifies a minimum connection time
of 0.42 seconds for the inverter based units. Hence, since the fault is cleared in around 0.32 seconds the
BES, the WT and the PV manage to remain connected during the fault. On the other hand, if the FRT curve
of the greek NIIPS grid code were used the SRH units could have been disconnected, since it would require
for the same fault clearance time less than 0.2s. In addition, due to the reactive current contribution of
these units the voltage is slightly increased during the transient.
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F IGURE 20: V OLTAGE T RANSIENT WITH UNDERVOLTAGE PROTECTIONS A ND FRT CURVES

In Figure 21 the current flowing through the line where the fault occurs is depicted. An increase in the
current is also observed due to the reactive power contribution of the units in the SRH which also leads
in a faster trip of the protection relay of the line.
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F IGURE 21: V OLTAGE T RANSIENT WITH UNDERVOLTAGE PROTECTIONS A ND FRT CURVES

Finally, the active power transient of BES, PV and WT is presented in Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24
respectively. In addition, the reactive power contribution of those units is presented in Figure 25 and the
overall response of the SRH in terms of active and reactive power is presented in Figure 26.
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Figure 22: Active Power of BES with undervoltage protections and FRT curves
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Figure 23: Active Power of PV with undervoltage protections and FRT curves
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Figure 24: Active Power of WT with undervoltage protections and FRT curves
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Figure 25: Reactive Power of WT, PV and BES with undervoltage protections and FRT curves
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Figure 26: Active and Reactive Power of SRH with undervoltage protections and FRT curves

In conclusion, the previous simulations provide a valuable insight on the importance of the FRT capabilities
of the different units of the SRH. It is important also to notice that for these settings for the relays the
FRT curves proposed by the greek NIIPS grid code for the WT could result in the disconnection of the
inverter based units of the SRH. It is significant for the system operator to ensure that fine tuning between
the protections and the FRT capabilities of the SRH units in order to avoid unwanted disconnection. The
same procedure could also apply on the large RES units.
Therefore, those units should be able to provide this ancillary service and remain connected during a fault
according to the FRT curves, in order to avoid significant amount of production disconnection which could
affect the overall system’s operation. In addition, the provision of reactive power during the fault could
decrease the protection tripping times restoring more quickly the system to its pre fault condition.
Since, the greek NIIPS code specifies the FRT requirements for the synchronous generator based units to
be way more strict than those of the inverter based units and also the protection systems are tuned
accordingly in order to clear the fault before any conventional unit disconnects, due to the fact that the
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thermal units should remain connected to any fault and never disconnect jeopardizing the system
security, the SG and GT of the SRH which will follow the same rules are considered to remain connected
during any fault.
Finally, someone could debate that the installation of the SRH units at the same location could jeopardize
the system stability if a fault near to the SRH occurs and the SRH disconnect. If the units where distributed
in different locations of an island system there could be less production loss due to a fault since less
producing units could be disconnected.
However, this isn’t always the case in island power systems. Since the length of the lines is small compared
to an interconnected network, less voltage drop is expected in the lines, and the island power system
voltages are all expected to drop significantly.
In that case the installation of all the units of the SRH station in the same region can provide an advantage
compared to a case where there installed in different locations. This advantage is coming by the
accumulative reactive power production of all the units which could increase the voltage locally during
the fault, where the SRH will operate as a STATCOM, hence increasing the time that they have to remain
connected and minimizing the possibility of the SRH units disconnection.
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FREQUENCY DYNAMICS
4.1. I NTRODUCTION
In this chapter the contribution of the SRH in the primary frequency regulation is investigated. Since Crete
is a non-interconnected power system there is a limited number of generators operating. Under these
circumstances a specific number of generators mainly provide ancillary services in frequency regulation,
specifically the gas and internal combustion engine generators which have faster response than the steam
units. In addition, the overall system’s inertia is also reduced compared to the mainland grid.
When the SRH is introduced in the production mix of the island it might replace in several days throughout
the year a gas or an internal combustion engine. At these time periods, when the inverter based units of
the SRH are operating, the overall system’s inertia are reduced even further and less units are providing
primary frequency support.
If under those circumstances a severe transient occurs (e.g. an outage of a generator occurs, especially if
this generator provides primary frequency support) the frequency might decay rapidly. This transient
could lead to tripping under frequency load shedding relays or rate of change of frequency relays or even
generators jeopardizing the overall system’s stability and operation. According to [2], in Crete’s power
system 49 Ηz are considered a critical value in the system’s frequency.
In order to address those issues the SRH should be able to provide ancillary services in order to assist in
the frequency regulation.

4.2. D YNAMIC F REQUENCY SUPPORT
In the SRH there are 2 synchronous generators units and 3 inverter based units. The synchronous
generators can contribute to the frequency regulation by using governors as the rest of the generators in
the Crete’s power system. The models of governors that were selected for the ST and the GT unit can be
based on the Table 4.
However, most of the time the inverter based units are operating. If large scale inverter based producing
units, such us the BES, WT and PV units of the SRH, do not remain connected under frequency dips, then
they can drive the grid’s frequency to further decay. Frequency dips occur when the demand exceeds
production. The smaller the system’s inertia the faster the frequency is changed and a further
disconnection of the producing inverter based units causes further unbalance between the demand and
the production hence more severe transients in frequency.
In order to address those issues, several grid codes have already specified ancillary services that should
be provided mainly by WPP (Wind Power Plants) in order to contribute in the frequency regulation [4]. In
Figure 27 the normal operation area for WPP determined by the Danish Grid Code is presented. According
to this figure the WPP are obliged to remain connected for specific time and provide power to the grid
according to the frequency of the system. For example for frequencies between 48Hz and 49Hz the WPP
should remain connected for at least 30 minutes and provide 90-100% of normal production.
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F IGURE 27: N ORMAL OPERATION AREA

FOR

WPP AS DEFINED BY THE D ANISH G RID C ODE [ REF ]

In addition, some grid codes also specify that the inverter based units, mainly the WPP, not only remain
connected but aid the primary frequency control by modifying their output power according to specific
P(f) curves. A typical example of a P(f) curve is presented in Figure 28 as it is imposed by the Danish Grid
Code. However, in the greek non-interconnected islands there aren’t any obligation for the RES units to
provide any ancillary services and many RES units that are operating already for many years might not
have the sufficient technologies to provide ancillary services, hence the further replacement of
conventional units by the SRH could end up in further reduce of the number of ancillary service providing
units. In order to avoid operating the system in condition which could be critical for the system security,
the system operator has to include a sufficient number of conventional thermal units to ensure adequate
ancillary services provision resulting in many cases in curtailment of renewable energy. Therefore, it is
crucial for the SRH to provide ancillary services since it could also benefit in increasing the RES penetration
under those circumstances.
According to this curve, if the frequency hasn’t deviated adequately from its nominal value no action is
required by the WPP (Dead band region). If the frequency rises significantly above its nominal value, hence
the production exceeds the demand in the system, the WPP must reduce the power output according to
this curve. The steeper the slope is the more power is curtailed. If the frequency exceed an upper limit
the WPP must provide its minimum power. The same rational exists if the frequency drops significantly
below its nominal value, power demand exceeds production, where the WPP must increase their power
output.
However, for WPP or for other sources of RES such as PVs where their power output are depended on
uncertain parameters, such as solar irradiation and wind speed, the maximum available power that can
be provided is uncertain. In addition, the WT and the PV of the SRH might already operate to their
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maximum available power, hence they will be incapable to provide ancillary services in the primary
frequency control.
On the contrary, the BES unit can modify its output according to curve like the one presented in Figure 28
reaching up to its charge and discharge limits.

F IGURE 28: P OWER F REQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE REQUESTED BY THE D ANISH G RID C ODE [ REF ]

Finally, there are other ways for inverter based units to assist in the frequency regulation. One ancillary
service which is currently not compulsory in any grid code but could be included is the virtual inertia
service or inertia response requirement. In this service an inverter based unit can emulate the mechanical
inertia of the synchronous generators like a virtual synchronous machine in order to reduce the
frequency’s rate of change and lead to frequency nadirs closer to the nominal value. This is achieved with
curves similar to the P(f) curves where the power production is modified according to the rate of change
of frequency instead. [4]

4.3. D YNAMIC S IMULATIONS R ESULTS
In this chapter dynamic simulations where performed in order to provide insight on the contribution of
SRH to primary frequency response. Since the GT and ST units can provide ancillary services by their
governors other cases, where the inverter based units were operating, was selected.
The most severe frequency transient is presented when a generating unit is disconnected when a severe
frequency decrease occurs hence this is selected as the transient for the different scenarios. A load
disconnection or RES production increase could result in a frequency increase, however it is less severe
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since it would introduce less unbalance in the power production compared to a conventional unit
disconnection. According to [2], a disconnection of an internal combustion engine or gas unit is the most
critical transient in the Crete’s power system.
Two different scenarios where chosen for investigation. In the first scenario, a dispatch situation was
selected from the results obtained in [1], where the total demand was low, the RES penetration high and
the SRH was producing its maximum permitted output. Under those circumstances the number of the
overall generators that operate in the system, hence and the number of generators that assist in the
primary frequency control, are expected to be less than other times of the year.
In this scenario there only two generators that provide adequate primary frequency regulation. The GAS
6 at Chania power station and the Internal Combustion Engine 1 in Atherinolakos. The contingency was
selected to be a disconnection of the Internal Combustion Engine 1 in Atherinolakos which is the largest
producing unit between those two.
At this specific hour in the Gridsol station the WT, the PV and the BES are providing power. However, the
WT and the PV are producing their maximum available power, hence they can’t contribute in the
frequency regulation. The same situation could occur if the ST and GT units are producing close to their
nominal power prior to the transient. In both cases, the BES unit is the only part of the SRH that is able to
provide primary frequency support. However, the spinning parts of the ST and GT can provide further
inertia to the system hence the frequency could decay less rapidly than a case where only inverter based
units operate in the SRH. For that reason the scenario that is already described was selected in order to
present the BES role in the primary frequency support.
Two different cases where examined with the BES operating with a P(f) curve similar to that of Figure 28
and a scenario without droop.
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F IGURE 29: F REQUENCY RESPONSE WITH AND WITHOUT ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION BY THE SRH

In Figure 29 the frequency transient for those two cases is presented. In the case where no ancillary
service is considered in the SRH a severe transient in the frequency occurs. This happens because the GAS
6 generator can’t compensate all the amount of power that is lost with the disconnection of Internal
Combustion Engine 1 in Atherinolakos without reaching its nominal value. When the disconnection of the
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other fast response unit occurs this generator is the only one remaining which have fast response to
contribute in the frequency regulation, hence it reaches its nominal value and the remaining steam units
which have slow response can’t balance fast enough the power production and demand hence the
frequency drops significantly. It is clearly observed that the frequency drops below the critical limit of
49Hz [2] which could cause the underfrequency relays to trip disconnecting several distribution feeders
and customers.
When the P(f) curve is considered in the BES unit a significant change in the frequency transient is
observed. In this case the BES through its ancillary service increases its production in order to regulate the
frequency which prevents the GAS 6 generator from reaching its nominal value. Therefore, the frequency
is regulated faster and doesn’t drops below the 49 Hz.
The contribution of the BES unit during this transient is presented in Figure 30. Prior to the outage the
BES unit was discharging with around 1.3 MW. During the transient it reaches its maximum discharge
value when the frequency is lower than 49.2Hz which was select as the value of f1 of the P(f) curve in
Figure 28. Finally it settles to a different value, around 7 MW, when the frequency reaches its steady state.
When the secondary frequency control kicks in and the frequency is restored to 50 Hz the BES power
output will reach its prefault value.
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F IGURE 30: F REQUENCY RESPONSE WITH AND WITHOUT ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION BY THE SRH

In the second scenario a different situation was chosen. At this case the SRH doesn’t provide power to the
grid. However, the PV and WT are producing power in order to charge the BES unit. In addition, there is
an amount of RES power that isn’t used both from the WT and the PV. Again the case where the SRH was
providing ancillary services to the grid was compared with the case where no ancillary services were
provided by the SRH when a generator outage occurs.
In Figure 31 the frequency transient for both cases are presented. A significant improvement is again
observed even in the case where prior to the generator outage no power was provided by the SRH to the
grid.
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F IGURE 31: F REQUENCY RESPONSE WITH AND WITHOUT ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION BY THE SRH

The contribution of each unit to the primary frequency control is presented in the next figures. In this
scenario a P(f) curve was also considered for the PV and WT which increased their output power in order
to assist in the frequency regulation.
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F IGURE 32: BES ACTIVE POWER WITH AND WITHOUT ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION BY THE SRH
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F IGURE 33: WT ACTIVE POWER WITH AND WITHOUT ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION B Y THE SRH
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F IGURE 34: PV ACTIVE POWER WITH AND WITHOUT ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION B Y THE SRH

Finally, the overall active power provided during this transient by the SRH is presented in Figure 35.
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To sum up, the introduction of the SRH to the generation mix might lead to occasions where a generator
outage could lead to severe transient in frequency that can lead to load shedding or even jeopardize the
system stability and operation. The provision of ancillary services for the primary frequency control by
the different units of the SRH can lead to less severe transients assisting significantly in the primary
frequency control even at periods where the SRH doesn’t output any power to the grid prior to the
contingency or when the BES is the only unit that can assist primary frequency control .
Finally, there isn’t expected different behaviour in the frequency support if the units are installed in the
same region (SRH case) compared to the case where they are installed in different location of the island
power system. This is derived from the fact that the frequency is almost everywhere the same in the
power system of an island and the units are expected to have the same contribution in the frequency
support regardless to the point that they are connected.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY INTEGRATION
5.1. I NTRODUCTION
SRH plant can increase RE penetration thanks to an enhanced controllability and the provision of ancillary
services to the energy system. Most of SRH units aren’t operating at their nominal rating during most
hours throughout the year (e.g. BES unit, GT and ST) and they can offer an amount of primary reserves
that can be considered in the day ahead planning of the system.
In certain periods, especially when there is low demand and high RES potential, this reserve provision
might lead to a reduce in the number of the conventional units that are required to operate. This could
increase the RES penetration levels as well as reduce production cost.
On the other hand, in order to install a SRH plant in a NIIPS and be able to support this amount of reserves,
the connection point must be able to endure the accumulative ratings of the different units. However,
since SRH is located close to Atherinolakos power station where the accumulative ratings of the SGs in
that plant are significantly higher than those of SRH plant probably no further grid reinforcements are
required.
In addition, probably the installation of SRH technologies in the same region of the island could yield lower
installation costs since:




less km and number of lines will be installed (probably 2 lines connecting the SRH to the PS will
be required)
less poles will be required
less amount of land had to be used compared to the case where the technologies are installed in
different locations in the island (less cost for land compensation)

Probably, using existing installed RES technologies in order to form a SRH plant would be quite beneficial
since already some of the above costs could be already covered (e.g. the existing poles could be used, an
amount of the land could be already be compensated, etc.).

5.2. SRH P RIMARY R ESERVES IMPACT ON RES P ENETRATION L EVELS
The SRH plant consists in 61 MW of Installed generation power and 15 MW/120MWh of battery energy
storage and 13 hours of thermal energy storage as presented in Table 2.
Furthermore, the addition of the SRH station in the system achieves higher RES penetration levels as
presented in Figure 36. For example, with the presence of SRH levels of RES penetration over 30% is
achieved for almost 3000 hours through the year compared to around 2000 hours in the case where the
SRH wasn’t considered.
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F IGURE 36: H OURS OF SYSTEM OPERA TION OVER A SPECIFIC R ES P ENETRATION LEVEL WIT H AND WITHOUT THE SRH

This higher levels of RES is achieved mainly by using the SRH instead of a conventional unit as presented
in the next figure. For example, with the presence of SRH we have more hours through the year where 68 generators are operating and less hours with 18-20 generators operating compared to the case where
the SRH isn’t considered in the system.
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F IGURE 37: H OURS THROUGH THE YEAR WITH SPECIFIC COMMITTED CONVENTIONAL G ENERATION UNITS WITH AND WITHOUT THE SRH
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However, there must be always be sufficient primary reserves provided by the conventional generators
to address security issues that might occur, e.g. disconnection of a generation unit. Therefore, a specific
number of units must be operating and they have to provide power to the grid at least by their technical
minimum generation. If all the technical minimum generations are summed they could cover a significant
amount of the load restricting the RES penetration levels. This could mainly occur during periods with low
demand and high RES potential. Therefore, the technical minimum of the generators can force a limit on
the RES integration in the system.
In addition, the RES technologies can’t provide reserves that can be considered certain by the system
operator due to the stochastic nature of their maximum production. If the system operator wants RES to
provide ancillary services in under-frequency events according to Figure 28 probably a de-loading of the
maximum power point (e.g. 5%) must be forced by the island network code. However, this could affect
also the investment payoff of the RES units since they will be forced to curtail an amount of their
production.
On the other hand, the SRH station can provide primary reserves similar to a conventional unit utilizing
its BES, GT and the ST units. In Figure 38 the total hours where at least a specific amount of reserves is
considered by the system operator to be provided by the SRH. For example, only for 15 hours through the
whole year the SRH can provide reserves over 5 MW.
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F IGURE 38: H OURS WITH A CURTAIN AMOUNT OF R ESERVES AVAILABLE IN SRH

These amount of reserve might appear small. This is due to the fact that these reserves are estimated
when curtailment is forced by the system operator to the SRH from its’ initial production statement.
Therefore the system operator only considers reserves from SRH when a curtailment is forced to the SRH.
That’s the reason for only 32 hours the SRH is considered to participate in the reserve provision.
However, technologies such us BES, GT and ST of the SRH can provide primary reserves that can be
considered certain and taken into account by the system operator. In Figure 39 is depicted the amount of
reserves that can be considered certain by the SRH station if the nominal ratings of BES, GT and ST are
considered. For example, for around 5500 hours during the year the SRH can provide at least 15 MW
reserves. Since the nominal rating of BES is 15 MW and there could be a lot of hours during the year where
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the BES unit is discharging (<0) or has zero setpoint, it is clear that 15 MW from the BES unit can be
considered as reserves during that periods.
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F IGURE 39: H OURS WITH A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF R ESERVES AVAILABLE IN SRH CONSIDERING THE NOMI NAL R ATINGS OF BES, GT AND ST

This significant amount of reserves can be utilized by the system operator to increase the RES integration
and the economic operation of the system especially at periods with low demand and high RES potential.
The following example is used to clarify this further where a hour when all the conventional units are
producing at their technical minimum production is considered:
T ABLE 8: P RODUCTION M IX W ITHOUT C ONSIDERING SRH R ESERVES

UNITS

Production (MW)

Reserves (MW)

Fuel Cost (€)

Internal combustion engine 2 - ATH
Steam turbine 1 - ATH
Steam turbine 2 - ATH
Steam turbine 3 - LIN
Steam turbine 8/ GAS turbine 7 –
CC- Chania/

30
27
27
7
45.45

16.5
23
23
8
42

1665.927
2098.905
2098.905
706.1721
11576.23

0.0

0

COST (€)

0

RESERVE Requirement (MW)

112.5

87

Curtailed Power (MW)

RES Penetration (%)

21.65

46.04

BES

PV

WT

-15

5.95

9.05

18146.14

SRH

SUM

136.45

RES
116.45
Load

252.9

1) In this scenario since the setpoint of SRH is zero no reserves are considered from SRH. However,
since the battery can provide up to 15 MW the SRH has potential to offer 30 MW as reserves by
modifying the BES production from -15MW to 15 MW.
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2) There is a lot of curtailed RES power up to 21.65 MW which can’t be absorbed because there
would be a violation of the technical minimum generation of the thermal units
3) If the operator wants to further increase RES penetration levels a conventional unit must be
disconnected.
4) For example if a steam turbine is disconnected from Atherinolakos power station 23 MW would
be lost from reserves and 27 MW from production.
5) If the curtailed 21.65 MW of RES production is used the conventional units have to cover the rest
5.35 MW. Therefore the remaining available reserves from the remaining units would be 84.15
MW which is less than the requirement of 87 MW.
6) If in the SRH station 30 MW reserves are considered the SRH can offer sufficient reserves allowing
the operating condition of the next table.
T ABLE 9: P RODUCTION M IX W ITHOUT C ONSIDERING SRH R ESERVES

UNITS

Production (MW)

Reserves (MW)

Cost (€)

35.35
27
27
7
45.45

16.5
23
23
8
42

1,963.017
2098.905
2098.905
706.1721
11576.23

0.0

0

COST (€)

30

RESERVE Requirement (MW)

112.5

87

Curtailed Power (MW)

RES Penetration (%)

0

54.6

Internal combustion engine 2 - ATH
Steam turbine 1 - ATH
Steam turbine 2 - ATH
Steam turbine 3 - LIN
Steam turbine 8/ GAS turbine 7 –
CC- Chania/

BES

PV

WT

-15

5.95

9.05

16344.32

SRH

SUM

114.8

RES

138.1

Load

252.9

It is clear that if the technologies comprising the SRH station are considered to provide primary reserves
in the island system, the system operator could take them into consideration in the total reserve
requirements. This could result in higher RES penetration levels (54.6% from 46.04%) and lower
generation cost (16344.32 € from 18146.14€) as illustrated in the aforementioned example.
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CONCLUSIONS
The introduction of the SRH (GRIDSOL station) in the generation mix of Crete’s power system have shown
that such a system could reach the goals set by the project. However, an integration of the SRH without
considering the impact on dynamic phenomena on the system could impose a threat to the overall system
operation and security. That’s why the provision of ancillary services of the SRH is crucial to the stability
of the non-interconnected power system as well as the SRH utilization.
Different problems have been considered (voltage rise issues, short circuits and generator outages) in
order to assess the system behaviour under the SRH operation. Different ancillary services has been
studied for those issues to investigate their effect and to prove their importance in the system stability
and operation.
In conclusion the following ancillary services should be offered by the different units of the SRH:







Normal Operation area similar to the one presented in Figure 27 in order to avoid
unwanted disconnection under frequency transients, allowing the SRH to contribute in
the frequency primary control.
Fault Ride through capability in order to avoid disconnection during faults and
contribution to the fault current with reactive current.
Voltage Support through Q(V) curves for the inverter based units and automatic voltage
regulators for the synchronous generator units in order to assist in the voltage
regulation when voltage issues occur.
Frequency Support through P(F) droop curves for the inverter based units and governors
for the synchronous generator units in order to assist in the primary frequency control.

All in all it can be said that the ability of the SRH to provide ancillary services to the system is of great
importance. The document offers an insight on the different ancillary services that can be provided by the
SRH during various circumstances. The same methodology could apply also to different islands to
investigate the effect of the SRH on the system.
On the other hand, if the units where distributed in different locations they could impact the grid voltage
less (since less active power could flow through the line compared to the case where all of them inject at
the same point power) hence there could be less requirement for voltage support.
However, if the units are distributed they can affect the voltage of the grid less. The SRH configuration
(which requires the different units of the station installed in the same region of the island) could help
locally the voltage due to the aggregated production of reactive power of the different units, operating
like a STATCOM, which might be a service that can assist the system operation at periods with large
voltage deviation.
In addition, it could be assumed that the installation of the SRH units at the same location could also
jeopardize the system stability if a fault near to the SRH occurs and the SRH units disconnect. If the units
where distributed in different locations of an island system there could be less production loss due to a
fault since less producing units could be disconnected compared to the case where all of them operate in
the same region.
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However, this isn’t always the case in island power systems. Since the length of the lines is small compared
to an interconnected network, less voltage drop is expected in the lines and the island power system
voltages are all expected to drop significantly during a fault and every bus of the system could be affected.
In that case the installation of all the units of the SRH station in the same region can provide an advantage
compared to a case where there installed in different locations operating also in this case as a STATCOM.
This advantage is coming by the accumulative reactive power production of all the units which could
increase the voltage locally during the fault hence increasing for all the units the time that they have to
remain connected and minimizing the possibility of the SRH units disconnection. However, the impact of
the SRH on the island power system voltage is affected by capacity of the SRH units as well as each island
power system characteristics.
Moreover, different behaviour isn’t expected in the frequency support if the units are installed in the
same region (SRH case) compared to the case where they are installed in different locations of the island
power system. This is derived from the fact that the frequency is almost everywhere the same, hence
similar response is expected by the units that provide primary frequency support.
Finally, taken into consideration the installed technologies of SRH and the possible reserves that the SRH
can provide into the system even higher levels of RES penetration can be achieved as well as lower
generation costs.
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